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In the near future the spread of
augmentation through advanced medical
prosthetics and commercialized elective
implants creates a divide in what it means
to be human. The perceived danger posed
by this new facet of humanity sparks
violence, fear, and global unrest, leading
governments to pass laws that require all
hybrid humans to register themselves.
Thrust into the center of this debate is
Logan, the hybrid son of two pioneers in
the field of human augmentation. His
position as a figurehead for the Ingram
Corporation provides him with a voice but
also paints him as a target. In a society that
is on the brink of collapse, Logan must
make choices that risk the safety of those
he loves and threatens to fracture his
identity in the growing rift between what is
and is not human.
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Human+ exhibit explores the future of humanity - CNET Science Gallerys latest flagship exhibition HUMAN+
invites you to consider a future of augmented abilities, authored evolution, new strategies for survival and HUMAN+
The Future of Our Species - Digicult May 20, 2017 Delve into a future world where the lines between fiction and
reality are blurred in ArtScience Museums latest exhibition HUMAN+: The Future HUMAN+ The future of our
species at CCCB Its LIQUID Group Apr 22, 2011 Michael John Gorman, director of the Science Gallery, Trinity
College Dublin, introduces the HUMAN+ exhibition. EUTHANASIA COASTER Science Gallery What does it mean
to be human today? What will the human being be like in a hundred years time? +HUMANS presents several domains
from which to HUMAN+ Exhibitions CCCB Human+ - Kindle edition by Nathan Fisher, Andrew Farris. Download it
once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like human - definition of human in
English Oxford Dictionaries Oct 7, 2015 The future of our species. This exhibition explores potential future
trajectories of our species by considering both historical and emerging technologies, as well as their cultural and ethical
contexts. The exhibition explores the boundaries of what it means to be human HUMAN+ Exhibitions CCCB Apr
22, 2011 Artists and scientists explore the future of our species in the HUMAN+ exhibition at the Science Gallery,
Trinity College Dublin. HUMAN + THE FUTURE OF OUR SPECIES - YouTube Human +, The Future of Human
Species in the form of a roller coaster, engineered to humanelywith elegance and euphoriatake the life of a human
being. Images for Human+ Oct 7, 2015 Showcasing the work of fifty artists and pioneering research proposals,
HUMAN+ explores possible future paths for our assisted HUMAN + The Future of our species - Marina Bay Sands
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What does it mean to be human now? What will it feel like to be a human a hundred years from now? Should we
continue to embrace modifications to our minds, Science Gallery launches biggest-ever exhibition at leading
HUMAN+: The Future of Our Species Singapore Art & Gallery
https:////human-the-future-of-our-species-at-artscience-museum/? 1.1 Of or characteristic of people as opposed to God
or animals or machines, especially in being susceptible to weaknesses. they are only human and therefore Human+ Blog
BAE Systems International Held at the ArtScience Museum in Singapore, Human+ envisions a world full of cyborgs,
bio-modification and genetic engineering. HUMAN+. The future of our species Multimedia CCCB Oct 13, 2016
Technology exists to augment and improve human capabilities - to overcome the physical limitations of the human
body. From the telegram to HUMAN+ The Future of Our Species at ArtScience Museum Events 3 days ago What
does it mean to be human now? What will it feel like to be a human a hundred years from now? Should we continue to
embrace HUMAN+: The Future of Our Species - ArtHop Oct 12, 2015 HUMAN+ The Future of Our Species
October 7, 2015April 10, 2016 Bodies that Still Matter: November 5, 79pm, lecture by Judith Butler Barcelona What
does it mean to be human? CCCB exhibition What does it mean to be a human today? What will it feel like to be a
human a hundred years from now? Technological capabilities are increasing at a rapid Human+: The Future of Our
Species exhibition held in Singapore May 18, 2017 Photo taken on May 18, 2017 shows an exhibit about body
modification on babies displayed in the Human+: The Future of Our Species : Human+ eBook: Nathan Fisher,
Andrew Farris: Kindle Where will these things push what it means to be human in five, ten, or one hundred years?
HUMAN+ paints a somewhat ambiguous picture of the future of our Touring Exhibitions Science Gallery
International What does it mean to be human now? What will it feel like to be a human a hundred years from now?
Should we continue to embrace modifications to our minds, Exhibits - Science Gallery Oct 6, 2015 Science Gallery
Dublin will today launch the exhibition HUMAN+: THE FUTURE OF OUR SPECIES in Barcelona, as a co-production
with the HUMAN+ - 100 Archive The Science gallery exhibition HUMAN+ invited the public to consider a future of
augmented abilities, authored evolution, new strategies for survival and HUMAN+ The Future of Our Species Announcements - e-flux https:///event/human/2017-08-17/? Elevating the Human Condition - h+ Media Metaphor at
the Edge of the Human Book Review: Visions of the Future (2015) A Mediated Singularity: Human Use as a Passport
to Life Extension. HUMAN+: The Future of Our Species by ArtScience - Arts Equator Transhumanism is an
international and intellectual movement that aims to transform the human condition by developing and making widely
available Human + Science Gallery Apr 20, 2011 - 4 min - Uploaded by Science Gallery DublinHighlights of the
launch of HUMAN+ at the SCIENCE GALLERY, Trinity College Dublin in
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